SMALL GROUP SESSION COMMENTS:

Question #6 - What surprised you the most in the small group session?
How much all of the class has in common
How connected and comfortable we became around each other in such a small time frame
How simple it was to gain a new perspective on people. All you have to do is listen.
How wrong I was about everyone
That is easy to make new habits
That people actually care
The people I thought were the happiest also have problems
How many people, especially the quiet ones, who opened up and had a voice
Some people have bigger hearts than they seem
My brother loves me
How many people are hurting
How many people had apologies to make to other people and the way our class was
How many people are being disrespected in our school
Everyone needed change, we all have things going on but we came together as a big group
How supportive the class was with each other
How amazing everyone is and how much people touched my heart
I learned many things that will change how I see and treat people. You can't judge someone
How many boys that do have feelings
People opening
How many people are going through the same as me
I didn't think everybody had a story, I was oblivious wrong
Some of the things that people went through and how they felt about different situations
So many people has their own issues
I did not know that a lot people are feeling the same thing too
Their stories behind their personalities

That everyone gave 100%
A lot of people made a lot of mistakes, and mostly ended up getting judged by people
That everyone trusted each other
That we all feel the same way about the school and we have more similarity's then differences.
That everyone have a complicated life
Everyone participated
I was surprised about how all my classmates have been through something and never shared it
before
How everyone was able to really connect with one another
Everyone was 100% honest and open
How we all opened up
How emotional and changing it was
Hearing about most people having divorced parents
The teacher’s stories
The hardship that some people go through
How many people said that they would change
How little trust the entire class has towards each other
That my class said they were all willing to change
How I looked at people afterward
Everybody has feelings
How I thought and looked so deep into myself
How many people had amazing & unique story’s
How wrong I was about someone
How touching it was
How many feel they wear a mask
A lot of people had a lot on their chests that they wanted gone
How much I had in common with certain people
That people are really good at hiding things
The people you think have such a good life really don't

That it helped people stop being bullies
How much bullying has affected people in my class
That everyone had such deep backstories
How much some people have gone through

